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Requirements Engineering Challenge: 
Applying Measurement & Analysis to Qualitative Problems

Users & customers often have unrealistic performance expectations.* 

To meet this challenge in military acquisition, it is not enough that  
• program managers begin to collect unbiased data to analyze project costs & projections. 
• programs perform technology maturation activities, competitive prototyping or 

Preliminary Design Reviews (PDRs).

Most importantly,
• Mutual understanding of capabilities in context & what it takes to enable them 

need to be established before a project is initiated among those who
– determine what capabilities are needed
– write requirement specifications
– acquire the systems that meet specifications, 

so that appropriate measures of performance & other quality attributes of 
the capabilities & their enabling systems can be determined and aligned. 
* OPINION : Reforms for the Department of Defense, by Sen. Carl Levin (D-MI), Niles Star, Michigan, 03/11/2009 re the Levin-McCain 2009 Weapons Systems Acquisition Reform Bill 
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A Promising Solution

A key to understanding quality attributes is handling qualitative data, 
which in large part is language data, & making it quantitative.

Two complementary language data techniques are being used
• KJ Analysis

— Structured methods for eliciting & clarifying/interpreting semantic meaning of 
textual information

— That automated text analysis simply does not have

• Semi-automated content analysis based on automated text analysis
— Enables more input from more stakeholders and identifies concepts in common 

that enables consistent applications of KJ across time & sites

Merging the two allows understanding of language data crucial for 
requirements & their measured validation.
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Language Data: “The Other Data of Measurement 
& Analysis”* for Requirements Engineering

* Adopted from David Hallowell, Language Data: The ‘Other 
Data’ of Six Sigma: Part 1 of 2,” 
http://software.isixsigma.com/library/content/c040303b.asp
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KJ – a Method for Collaborative Processing of 
Language Data 

Adopted from David Hallowell, Language Data: The ‘Other Data’ of Six Sigma: Part s 1 & 2,” 
http://www.isixsigma.com/library/content/c040303b.asp

Theme 
Question

Structured 
Interviews

KJ (named after Jiro Kawakita)  is 
a method for transmuting tacit
knowledge into explicit and more 
& more objective statements …

… and refining a collection of 
these statements into a 2-D 
patterned representation (KJ 
template) that conveys lots of 
information and related 
thought processes for those 
communicating 
asynchronously. 
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Distilling Meaning in Language Data:
Benefits of Combining KJ with Automated Content Analysis 

Content analysis (CA) methods to analyze large bodies of textual documentation 
have existed for over seventy years, but until recently were predominantly manual.

• They were used during World War II to predict the bombing of London by analyzing 
Joseph Goebbels’ speeches. 

• However, humans cannot read & digest all the documents & recognize all the patterns 
that machines are getting increasingly better at doing. 

• Yet humans must interpret the meaning, or lack thereof, of what machines can find.

Benefits of Combining CA & KJ

• Automated text analysis can process a much richer body of information & provide 
common concepts for KJ participants to establish consistency from group to group.

• KJ analysis provides a framework for collaborative interpretation of concept maps 
produced by CA.

Upshot: The combination is a hybrid that alters both CA & KJ but that generates 
insights that neither could produce alone.
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Insuring Consistency & Completeness 
Across KJ Settings is a Problem

To date, KJ analysis has been applied in small, face-to-face one-day workshops 
where both customer and technologist points of view are represented. 

One worry is that results might be quite different if different representatives 
were assembled on a different day. 

An automated language or content analysis approach is being developed to 
supplement the KJ method so that 

• a significantly larger group of individuals in geographically disparate locations can 
participate asynchronously.

• additional textual information is captured beyond that in KJ face-to-face sessions:
– documentation in the form of requirement descriptions & specifications 
– problem and defect report databases
– open text surveys

• there is more confidence that results are complete and repeatable.
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Content Analysis & Concept Maps –
a Language Data Computational Processing Method

CA uses automated text analysis tools to identify recurring concepts & clusters of concepts:
• Concepts are synonyms of strongly related co-occurring terms 

— constituted in automatically generated affinity lists
— named by most representative term in affinity list

• Concept Clusters are collections concepts of similar 
co-occurrence patterns

— more strongly related to each other than to concepts in other clusters
— named by automatic selection of the concept most strongly related to 

other concepts in the cluster

Concept Clusters are represented graphically as Venn diagrams

• Concept names labeling dots are in concept clusters represented as circles

• dots can be linked by lines whose brightness represents frequency of co-occurrence

• dots can appear in the overlap of two (or more) circles

• circle size does not always indicate importance since circles can be sparsely populated
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A CMMI-ACQ Example: Concept Map Clusters
anal~sis 

information 

project 
proc ss 

~ments 

supplier organization 

product 
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Concepts of Customer  
& users in CMMI-ACQ
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risk 
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Pro~ct_J>Ianningeasures 
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subprocesses 

ubo oc 
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process 
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actw t es tiijle 

implementation 

defined 
ormance improvements 

validation 

~ 

eftort u derstanding 

constraints procedUMithods 

interfaces "" 
~nvironment 

corwnon 
busw ess 

e1<pt cted . . 

s ills 
knowfedge 

component s 
available 

Tr~ning 

p~P iz~U.'f~at1on 
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~ Software Engineering Institute Carnegie Mellon 

er!nents 

generic 
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The most frequent CMMI-ACQ 
concepts are listed at the left.
The absolute count is the number 
of text blocks where a concept 
occurs – highest count set at 100%.
The relative count is the percentage 
of text blocks concepts occur in. 
Not surprisingly for a process 
model, conceptual traces of 
process are found in the most 
CMMI-ACQ text blocks.
Project and organization are the 
next most significant thematic 
concepts. 
These are followed by product and 
then supplier all of which are 
important to the points made 
previously
All are in the top 10% of concepts 
appearing in concept maps that 
follow.

Handling Language Data Numerically
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Operational 
Capabilities

System 
Functions

Capability 
Area

Combining KJ and CA
An Example:

Starting with military 
capability areas & 

corresponding 
documentation 

and documentation of 
systems that may enable 

essential capabilities,

formulate a Theme 
Question: 

Are there essential planning 
capabilities not enabled by 

military systems?

?? ?
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Combining CA with KJ 2

Are there 
essential 
planning 

capabilities 
not enabled by 

military 
systems?

Automated Content  Analysis
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Theme Question: Given that there are essential planning 
capability gaps not covered by the inleroperation of Aviation 
mission planning and infonnation sharing syslems, what should 
be done? 

Theme3: Es1olblish 
processes for 
evollltion of A viidio n 
p lilnning capil.bilities 
& 'ltleir quality 
idbib Illes 
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St atem ents & SubThemes 3.1 & 3.2 were fo rm ulated in discussio n with 
representatives from PEO Aviation . They are still preliminary. 

More d iscussions wit h m ore Aviation groups is being planned using a mix 
of KJ and CAm ethods both synchronously a nd asynchronously. 

-
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The conditional of the theme question appears to be true, 
sow hat should be done? 

- Seftware Engineering Institute -- Carnegie Mellon 
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Army BC Functional 
Concept  (TP 525-3.3 
2007)  – planning, 
reframing, execution, 
data, METT-TC, time, 
information, 
interoperability & 
agility
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Army Battle Command – Continuous (Re)Planning 
(TP 525-3.3 BC Functional Concept)

“No battle plan survives contact with 
the enemy.” (Moltke in FM 6-0)

PMESII-PT

From FM 3-0

METT-TC

At the operational and strategic levels, the 
commander frames the existing 
conditions by interrelating PMESSII-PT 
factors (Politics, Military, Economic, 
Social, Information, Infrastructure, 
Physical & Time).

At the tactical level, commanders 
consider METT-TC factors (Mission, 
Enemy, Terrain & weather, Troops & 
support, Time available, Civil 
considerations) wrt what they are learning 
from accumulating PMESII-PT information 
covering both friendly forces & enemy 
forces. 

After initial planning, framing is referred to 
as reframing.
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Elements of a KJ Template

Theme Question: If there are essential planning capability gaps 
not covered by the interoperation of Aviation mission planning and 
information sharing systems, what should be done?

Themes abstract 
meaning from groups of 
subthemes

Theme1 (TP525-3.3 & FM 6-0): An 
essential planning capability is reframing or 
adjusting plans during mission execution
requires agility dependent on interoperability

Key data in KJ are 
associated concepts
formulated in 
statements

SubTheme1.2 FM 6-0: Plan 
adjustment during missions 
takes flexibility in leading 
dependent on interoperability

Interoperability applies to data,
planning, information & agility DATA

Agility & interoperability are 
mutually dependent quality 
attributes but not operationalized

DATA

Planning reframing based on
data, information & METT-TC 
during execution requires 
leaders agility

DATA

SubTheme1.1 TP525-3.3:
Plan reframing during missions 
takes leader agility that is 
dependent on interoperability

Mutual dependence of 
flexibility & interoperability
not explicit & neither quality 
attribute is operationalized DATA

Flexible leaders & staffs 
must understand & adjust
to changing situations to 
alter plans DATA

No plan survives intact once 
contact is made DATA

Concepts 
used in 
themes, 
subthemes & 
statements 
derived from 
content 
analysis are 
in bold

Statements and subthemes 
are grouped 

SubThemes abstract 
meaning from groups of 
statements 
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Concepts Used in KJ Templates Derived from 
Concept Maps
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Misalignment between TP 525-3.3/FM 6-0 & 
PAM DFD/ISP

\! 

Theme Question: Given that there are essential planning capability 
gaps not covered by the interoperation of Aviation mission planning 
and infonnation sharing systems, what should be done? 

Theme1 (TP525-3.3 & FM 6-0): An _ _ Theme2: (DFD & ISP): Agility & flexibility 
es~nt~al planning ~pabil~ty i~ reframin~ or )miSahgrvnen~ are n~t specifie~ & interopera~ility _is not 
adJusting plansdunng mass1on execution suffiaenUy speafied noroperat1onallzed; 

- Ttyd d t - te adjusting plansin..ftightnotreallyconsidered reqmres ag11 eoen en on1n roperability 

SubTheme1.1 TP525-3.3: SubTheme1.2 FM 6-0: Plan 

Plan refwamillg cbing 11.:..-:orw ~cbingm- - -
fakes leader agillity 'flat is fakesfle•iilaiilily in lle....&lllfJ 
dependent on i111efopef allilily dependent on i111efopef ability - """" Plann ina nmamina based on I No plan_su-vivesirtadoj 

dab, information &lETT-TC contad1smade - · 
dtnng execution rEl(Jires Flexible leaders& st.ffs 
leadersagilifr must understand &adjust 

to chana ina situ.tions 1D 
lntef'Openbilily applies to dab, alter Dlans -
planning, infoaadon & aaility -

~dependence of 

Acl ility & intentpenbility are 
fluibilil:y & inteoopenbility 
notexplidt &neither qmay 

rrUullly dependertqliiKy ctbibUe is ooeriDJmlized.. 
albibtJes tunotopercticnai2BJ ..... ~ 

.....,;; 

SubTheme2.1 : The SubTheme2.2: The 

DFD does not expliciUy ISP requires interoperabilily 

address plan adjustment at a syntactic level, but does 

d uring execution nor specify not define interoperabilily at 

agility & lnteroperablllty different levels 

The system is moregea-edt Conbol o f informdon is 

loading Ddabeforeflight & provided by in11lropelabilil) 

usino itto uecute a Dian - · 
tndionsthats~ 
1ransferofdata in various 

Adjusting plans takes~, fomats -before loading data into 

.waatt: --· lntempenbillty Ienis labeled 

lntaopenbilily is inclJded as I 0,1 or2areusedblJnot 

an objective blJonly LP to the 
deined, let alone 

svnfadic level -
operalionaized with meastRS 

~ ~ 
speciied -

/ 

The conditional of the theme question appears to be true, 
so what should be done? 

~ Software Engineering Institute J Carnegi.eMellon 
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Given the Misalignment, What Should be Done?

Theme Question: Given that there are essential planning 
capability gaps not covered by the interoperation of Aviation 
mission planning and information sharing systems, what should 
be done? 

Theme3: Establish 
processes for 
evolution of Aviation 
planning capabilities 
& their quality 
aUributes 

'J 

SubTheme3.1: If providing a capability like 
adjusting plans in-flight is an objective, planning & 
analysis is needed across programs responsible 
for the multiple systems enabling the capability 

~ Sensor. pkning &inbrrationsharqJ 
"""''I 

systems are rrUually respornllle for enabi'Jg 
plan adjtmnEftduingligt -

There are technical, tadical&ht.man lirmations 
on the extentto whichplinTig& Rissimscan 
bereframedbothpre&dmngti~ -

Wtiplesysternshaveto intemperate 

...... throug.dtheirevoUion - ~ 

SubTheme3.2: Establish a process 
for defining, opemtionalizing & aligning 
quality attmutes like agility & intempembility 
across combat fo~ees and svstems 

Agility&interoperabilyarequaliy attnbdes 
for both co nOt forres aJdsystemsthct need 
to beoperatiomized & aligned -
There are semantic& pragmaticlevels of 
interoperabiliy thatneedto be reached in 
additionto tediicaJ & syntadiclevels -

Planning &planretarring pnMde cateld: for 
specif)ingaglty&interqlel3billymeasues v 

~~ -~ 

A preliminary answer is provided in Statements & SubThemes 3.1 & 3.2 formulated in 
discussion with a few representatives from PEO Aviation. 

Elaboration, confirmation & buy-in has to be achieved with many more stakeholders. 

More discussions with more Aviation groups is being planned using a mix of KJ and CA 
methods both synchronously and asynchronously. 

~ S0ftware Engineering Institute I CarnegieMellon 
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Relationships of all Three Themes

~ 

Theme Question: Given that there are essential planning capability 
gaps not covered by the interoperation of Aviation mission planning 
and information sharing systems, what should be done? 

Planning nf,....ing basad on 
data,. inf01111ation &-=:TT-lC 
dwing execution reql.ires 
le.adi!IS ag.ry 

l intel"~ appliesto data,. I 
planning.infocmatlion & ag.ry _ 

Jtvg.ry&iintero~ are 
mm.taly dependenlqually 
atllib4.Rs ootnotopernmnaliled 

Theme3: Establish 
processes for 
evolution of Aviation 
planning capabilitie 
& their quality 
atbibutes 

No IPIIIn s..vi~eS intado 
contadismade 

Flellible le.adetS & staffs 
must undentand &adjust 
to changing situations to 
... s 

MI8Jall dependenc:e of 
ftexibMy &intei"Openb.ry 
not explm &neilhef"qually . . . . 

bTheme3.1: If providing a capability like 
adj.Jsting plans in-flight is an objective, plan1ing & 
.....,.ysis is needed across programs responsible 
for1he ITJI.jfiple systems enabling the capability 

Sensor,ptanning&in~Jr"naionstarfng 

systems are nmmllyresponsllleiJrenablilg 
plan adjumnent dUiing 1~ 

There ar-etechnil:al,ladlical&human limlamns 
ontheextent towhidlplai'WW'lg& missionsc.an 
be rehmed both pre&d..q ligtt 

Theme2: (DFD & ISP): Agility & flex ibility 
a re not specified & interoperability is not 
suffiCienUy specified noroperationalized; 
adjusting plans in-flight not really considered 

DFD does not explicitly 
address plan adjustment 
dmng execution nor specify 
agility & intem perab ility 

ISP reqlires int•em•perataili1ly\ 
at a syntactic level, but does 
nat define inter-operability at 

SubTherne3..2: Establis h a process 
for defining, operationalizing & aligning 
quality attributes like agility & intemperability 
across combal forces and s terns 

Agility& inlefq)ef"ablilyare quality allliblaes 
iJrbolh comiBiiJn:es andsystemslhalneed 
to beoper.!tionallized &aligned 

There a.-esemantic&pmgmali:leYels of 
iniP.In,..,.,.hillylhal nAP.Itln hP.man-tin 
additionto lechnical&synladiclew.ls _ 

Planning&planrehmi'lgprovideconextiJr 
spedfyingaglly &inlef"q)er.tbilly measwes 

~ S0ftware Engineering Institute Carnegie Mellon 
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Scaling Up the Process

Problem 
Reports

Training 
Reports

Field 
Reports

Multiple face-to-
face meetings 
where 
statements are  
formulated & 
collected

?

Automated Human 
Interactive

?
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Concluding Thoughts

What has been shown is the potential for CA to 
• uncover misalignments among documents describing capabilities & systems

• identify quality attributes in these documents that need to be better defined & 
operationalized

These results can be used in KJ analyses in the form of common concepts that can 
be combined in statements, subthemes & themes in 

• multiple face-to-face interview probing 

• collaborative interpretation of concept maps derived from different documents leading 
to determinations of their alignment or misalignment.

So far this combined use of CA & KJ has shown promise when used informally with 
a few representatives of military organizations.
The next step is to refine the emerging process with greater numbers of people 
and documents in multiple settings.
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Thank you for your attention!

For further information, 
please contact:

Ira A. Monarch
iam@sei.cmu.edu
1.412.268.7070

Dennis R. Goldenson
dg@sei.cmu.edu
1.412.268.8506

Robert W. Stoddard II
rws@sei.cmu.edu

1.412-268
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Backup

..=... Software Engineering Institute CarnegieMellon --
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Army C2 Doctrine (FM 6-0 
2003) –plan, adjustment, 
lead, flexibility, 
commander, staff, 
interoperability, execution, 
situational_understanding
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Army Command & Control Doctrine (FM 6-0) 

During execution 
variances due to 
lRDicipaled situalions 
disr~ synchronization. 

~ 

MDMP 

~ Software Engineering Institute 

Minor Variances from the Pl <~n 

Operation proceding according to plan. 
Valiances are Within acceptable limits. 

Anticipated Situ<~tion 

Operation encounteling valiances v.1thin 
the timits for one or more sequels. 

Unanticipated Situation-
Friendly Success 

Significant unan5cipated posrtive vanances 
resut in OJ)IXlftlrities to achieve the end 
state in ways that differ significanUy from 
the plan. 

Unanticipated Situation
Enemy Threat 

Sigrlficant, unantidpated negative 
variances inpede mission accomplishment. 

Carnegie Mellon 

Execute P l:~nned Actions 
• Con1m<rlder Of designee deades 

which planned adlons best meet 
SitUatiOn and d1rects thear execubon. 

• Start completes fol~p actions. 
• DeCision may be pennissive. 
• FRAGO not ISSUed. 

Execute <~ Br<~nch or Sequel 
• Commander or statf review 

branch/seQuel plan. 
• Commander receives assessments 

and recommendations for modifi
cations to the plan, detemaines the 
time available to refine i~ and either 
1ssues guidance for further actions or 
directs executJon of a branch/sequel. 

• Start issues FRAGO. 
• Start fol~p actions. 

Make <~n Adjustment Decision 
• Commander r~es threaV 

opportunity and de:ermines lime 
avaalable for decision making. 

• Con1m<rlder selects a deas!onmakJng 
method. If there IS not eflOt91 time for 
a COfnplete MDM3, the COfnmander 
directs the start to refine a single COA 
Of directs actiOns by subordanates to 
counter the threat/exploit opportunity 
and exerase lrllbatJVe v.1thin the h9ler 
commande( s 111tert. 

• Commander normally does not attempt 
to restOfe the plan. 

• Commander 1ssues a veroal WAANO 
Of FRAGO to SOOO!dlnate 
commanders. 

• Start resynchronizes operaOOrl, 
modifies the cnteria or success, and 
begins assessang operatiOns for 
progress using the new critena or 
success. 
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Interpreting Analysis of TP 525-3.3 & FM 6-0: 
Quality attributes need to be specified & operationalized

Plan reframing during mission execution is a form of leader agility (inference 
from Battle Command graphic TP 525-3.3 and leaders cluster in concept map) 
― Agility, as it applies to joint C2, has six key elements: robustness, resilience, adaptability, 

responsiveness, flexibility, and innovation (TP 525-3.3)

Plan adjustment during mission execution is a form of leader flexibility (inference 
from and lead cluster)  
― No plan survives intact once contact is made. Tactical flexibility requires flexible leaders capable of 

adapting to rapidly changing circumstances; and staffs able to recognize significant changes in the 
situation, and resynchronize the operation by coordinating the changes to alter the plan (FM 6-0).

Agility & flexibility depend on (semantic & pragmatic) interoperability
― in order to share needed information when it is needed & in a form it can be understood and acted on 

with confidence (TP 525-3.3).

Agility, flexibility & interoperability are battle command quality attributes
• need to be operationalized with numeric thresholds and objectives specified
• Planning & plan reframing provide context for specifying these measures.
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Planning Aviation Missions (PAM)
Desired Functions Description (DFD) 
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Interpreting the Significance of Adjust_Plan in the 
PAM DFD

Statements in the document do not explicitly commit to plan adjustments in-flight.

While the document says
– “The … interface to the Maneuver Control System (MCS) … provides the aviation 

commander with continuous updates of the friendly and enemy situation and allows the 
commander to rapidly adjust his plan to accomplish his assigned mission.”

– it also says, “The assigned missions, orders and map data are then transferred down 
to the air crew level where specific air crew mission planning takes place. This mission 
information is then loaded into the aircraft systems via hardware or digital radio transfer 
for use during mission execution.” 

– In fact, in conversation with aviation mission planning acquisition people, they 
asserted their system only served pre-flight planning.

High level interoperability requirements are stated, but not clearly defined or 
operationalized with measures specified.
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Interoperability in 
Army Aviation ISP 
for Mission 
Planning
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Interpreting the Significance of Interoperability in 
the PAM ISP

According to the ISP, most of the interoperability functions support data
transfer in various formats enabling the planning system to be

― the collector & consolidator of all pertinent battlefield information needed for 
effective aviation missions thereby serving as an information consumer

― capable of in-flight re-targeting and re-planning (though this is only stated 
once as an objective)

However, supporting data transfer in various formats is syntactic interoperability –
not semantic or pragmatic interoperability needed for in-flight re-targeting & re-
planning.

Interoperability levels labeled 0, 1 or 2 are used but not defined, let alone 
operationalized with measures specified.
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